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HOPE
It is the gift of hope which
reigns supreme in the attributes
of ‘The Compassionate Friends’.
Hope that all is not lost.
Hope that life can still be worth
living and meaningful.
Hope that the pain of loss will
become less acute and above all
else; the hope that we do not walk
alone, that we are understood.
The gift of hope is the greatest
gift that we can give to those
who mourn.
Canon Simon Stephens
Founder of
The Compassionate Friends

SUPPORT SERVICES

TC F N E W FA R M O F F I C E

TC F N E W FA R M O F F I C E

National helpline

Thank you

Office opening hours

We have a new national 24 hour line
number for those in need:
1300 064 068

We would like to thank everyone
who continues to support TCF throughout
the year. Your time and effort is greatly
appreciated by everyone at
The Compassionate Friends.

Monday to Fridays
9am to 3pm

We also have a new email address:
admin@tcfqld.org.au

If you would like support please call the
office to organise a time with one of our
compassionate volunteers on (07) 3254 2657

C O N TAC T U S

S AV E T H E DAT E

If you need a friend...

Walk to remember

New farm office: 505 Bowen Terrace New Farm, Brisbane

When: April 15th 2018, 10:30am

Office Phone: (07) 3254 2657

Where: New Farm Park, New Farm, Brisbane

Email: admin@tcfqld.org.au

Please join us for The Compassionate Friends Walk to Remember.

Postal Address: PO Box 1930
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President’s Report
Hello from our new website. That is, if
that is where you are reading this. If you
are reading it by email or snail mail, I
encourage you to come and have a look.
Here is the address. You can copy and
paste or just type it into your browser.
compassionatefriendsqld.org.au. This has
been in the pipeline for about four months
and has finally come to fruition. Please
take the time to have a look around. Tell
us what we have done wrong. You can
contact us at the Brisbane office by phone
07 32542657 or by email at admin@
tcfqld.org.au. We would love to hear from
you even if it is just tell us something we
did right.
On the subject of the website, we now
have a support blog attached to it. From
the main page click on “Need support?”
and choose “Online support blog”. You
will find a link in the main text to allow
you to enter your story. This is a great
way for those of you who find comfort
in writing to get your story out for more
people to see. Just remember once you
submit them they will not appear straight
away. We will need to vet them if only
to ensure that if anyone tries to cause us
mischief they will not get published. The
stories should be released within 48 hours
for all to read and perhaps respond. We
will not change any details unless you
specifically ask us to do so.

For those of you who are recently
bereaved, TCF does not provide a magic
cure that will make you well again. Each
of us must find our own path, no matter
how obscure it is at this moment. We
cannot lead you but we will be beside you
on every step you take in your journey.
Kerry LeBoutillier, father of Aaron

OPPORTUNITES

YOU STORY

HELP WANTED

Community Fundraising

Your contribution could help others

Sub-committee’s needed

We are looking for members that
are interested in holding their own
Community Fundraiser in the area
that you live. Over the years TCFV
have had members who have done a
fundraiser in memory of their child,
whether it is a dinner dance, a trivia
night, doing a fun run or even a
sausage sizzle at the local hardware
store. Whatever you would like to
do I am here to help you, help us.
Please call or email Kristie on
admin@tcfqld.org.au or
(07) 3254 2657
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Our next event is the Walk to Remember
at New Farm Park, the details of which
should be elsewhere in the newsletter. Our
annual seminar is coming up in June and
as always our subcommittee is racking up
an impressive number of firsts to present
to you on the day. The seminar is there to
assist you but your support assists us. So
keep a look out for the tickets and times
when they become available. We still need
volunteers. Please give this some thought.
There are plenty of things that need to be
done. If you become a phone contact, you
can do it at home.

If any of our members, family or
friends have a story, article, letter
etc. They would like to share with
us, please let us know. Please note
that space is limited, so try to keep
publications between 800 to 900
words. Alternatively you can post your
story as a blog on our website, where
space is not a premium.

TCFQ are looking to fill roles within
the following sub-committee’s for
2018:

If you or anyone you know would
like to sponsor either the postage or
printing of the newsletter please email
to admin@tcfqld.org.au or call
(07) 3254 2657.

• Marketing – ongoing

• Charity Golf Day – 3rd August 2018
• Candle Lighting Service – 9th
December 2018
• Fundraising Events (Sausage sizzles,
jam stalls) various dates throughout
the year
* Dates are subject to change
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The Compassionate Friends
QLD fundraising
There are so many ways you can help TCF QLD support bereaved
parents and their families. Below are some suggestions of ways
you can contribute. Please contact TCFQ for more information
about volunteering and fundraising with TCF QLD. We need your
help and we would love to hear from you.

SPREAD THE WORD
• Join our Facebook page and share our message
• Show support on your website or blog and put a link to TCFQ
• Find out how you can volunteer and supply support resources
to hospitals, doctors, obstetricians etc.
• Proudly wear a TCF Queensland shirt or cap at your next event

S U P P O R T PA R E N T S
• Become a Parent Supporter

D O N AT E
• Become a member of TCF Queensland
• Sponsor a newsletter edition in memory of your child
• Make a tax deductible donation in memory of your child
• Support one of our fundraisers
• Set up a monthly donation to TCFQ by contacting our office or
our website
• Donate goods and/or services for TCF housekeeping, events
or programs

VOLUNTEER
• Volunteer your time at the TCFQ office, New Farm
• Join us for Volunteer Day at our New Farm office

• Share your story in the TCFQ Newsletter or our blog

• Become a parent supporter for phone, email, online groups or
support meetings

• Become a TCFQ regional contact person

• Organise or help with events

• Participate in support meetings or in our online group and help
with newly bereaved

SPONSORSHIP

• Volunteer or organise an event for bereaved parents

• Sponsor a newsletter edition in memory of your precious child

• Donate TCFQ membership for a bereaved parent who is
financially unable

• Sponsor services at TCF photocopying, office equipment etc.

FUNDRAISING
• Create an ‘In Memory Of’ page for your child at “EveryDay
Hero”. Ask friends and family to donate on your child’s
birthday, anniversary or on a special occasion
• Take part in an event and start a supporter page
• Get your family and friends together, or other bereaved parents
and plan your own event or fundraiser

NEW INTERACTIVE
WEBSITE
CHECK IT OUT NOW, EXPLORE OUR
NEW FEATURES

• Join one of our existing events. Please visit events our new
website www.compassionatefriendsqld.org.au.

●● Start a blog for your loved one to share with others

• Hold a morning tea a luncheon or another event with TCFQ
as the beneficiary

●● Memorial pages to cherish our loved ones

●● Accessible grief support
●● Learn about the history of TCF
●● Find out how you can make a difference
●● Keep up to date with upcoming events

www.compassionatefriendsqld.org.au
We are constantly looking at new ways to make TCF
Queensland the best it can be. Any and all feedback on our
new layout would be greatly appreciated.
Please emal:admin@tcfqld.org.au to share your thoughts.
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Dealing with toxic people
“People can be so insensitive and mean. Do they realise what
they’re saying?” Janet said, wringing a napkin in her hands.
Janet’s daughter Courtney was a tough and determined survivor.
Diagnosed with lymphoma in her late teens, Courtney battled
through treatment regimens, kept her spirits up, and dedicated
her life to serving others. One Thursday afternoon while she was
having lunch with friends, she suddenly lost consciousness and
stopped breathing. Courtney was 37.
“Words can cut deep,” Janet continued. “Some people
mean well, but others can be cruel. I miss Courtney.
I always will. How can I not grieve?”

SOME PEOPLE CAN BE TOXIC
The death of a loved one will powerfully impact our
relationships. Some people will step up and
be helpful. Others will disappear. Still others might
be hurtful or demeaning.

We’ve all heard similar, equally shocking examples we could add
to this list. Why do people say these things? Are they afraid of
pain? Has our grief triggered unresolved issues from their past?
Has our loss unearthed some buried terror? Are they just mean?
It’s important to realise that what people say is mostly about
them – their emotions, fears, hurts, anger, and pain. People who
utter unkind, toxic statements are revealing something about
themselves.

“I’ll avoid
toxic people.
My heart is too
important
not to.”

Many people are scared, anxious, and living on the emotional
edge. Some are surly, angry, and bitter.
The pain tends to spill out in what we say. Words can
be sharp and cutting, even cruel.
“Are you still grieving? What’s wrong with you? Pull it together.”
“Life goes on. You should be over this by now.”
“I thought you were better and stronger than this.”
“People die. It’s part of life.”
“Isn’t she better off now? You should be happy.”

Our hearts have been shattered. The last thing we need
is someone tromping into our lives and smashing the
remaining pieces. We need support, compassion, and
hope.

Here is one of the basic components for healthy
grieving: Get around people who are helpful and limit
exposure to those who aren’t. We don’t have time,
energy, or space for toxic people. Their voice hinders
grieving, recovery, and healing. They are best avoided. If we can’t
(family members or work associates, for example), we need to
devise a survival strategy for when we have to be around them.
How do we respond to the toxic statements of others? One option
is to not respond at all. Simply walk away. Unkind statements
often don’t deserve a response. In most cases, almost anything we
say will only become gasoline on a fire. Toxic people are often
bitter, angry, and looking for a fight. Firing back at a toxic person
usually only leads to being shot at again.
If we feel we must say something, it might be best to come up
with a canned response. “Thanks for your concern.” “Yes, I’m still
grieving. I always will.” “I’m working on it.”
We can’t control the words or actions of toxic people, but we can
limit the access they get to our hearts.
Adapted from Shattered: Surviving the Loss of a Child.

BOOK REVIEW: One Wild Song – A voyage in a lost son’s wake By Paul Heiney
From Paul – By the age of twenty-one, my son had sailed aboard
a tall ship across the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. At the age of
twenty-two he wrote a poem which, once heard, can never be
forgotten. At the age of twenty-three he took his own life.
This is what I did next.
Paul set off from England – alone – to rediscover his son’s
voice through the medium of sailing, which Nicholas loved and
at which both men were experts. His aim was not to replicate
anything that his son had done, but to try to experience the same
feelings of being at sea, and to somehow, through time alone at
sea, understand his son, and find him again.
At first I was a little irritated by Paul’s constant reference to his
son’s early book and life. Nicholas had also written a book, and
I felt that I should have read it first. But as the voyage went on
and Paul faced the difficulties of the lone yachtsman, I became
totally engrossed by the journey both at sea and at various ports.

The journey took Paul, sometimes alone, and sometimes with
a crew, to Brazil, then down the coast of South America to
Argentina, Chile, and the Beagle Canal. He put in at Ushuaia,
modern starting point for expeditions to the Antarctic Peninsula,
but found it unfriendly, choosing to sail further along the Canal
to get a glimpse of the Pacific Ocean. He also succeeded in
rounding Cape Horn on an unexpectedly calm day.
As he sailed, during the calm hours he thought much about
life and about how his son came to end his own. He learned
to understand the fact that suicide was his son’s choice, and
that this choice should be respected. Nicholas did have mental
problems, which he acknowledged and decided that he could no
longer live with it.
I found this book fascinating, both from a point of view of Paul’s
eventual understanding of his loss, and of the amazing areas
through which he sailed in his quest. The photos included are
stunning. They reflect the beauty and dangers of life at sea.
Written by Jenny Wandl
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IN MEMORY OF LOUISE MARGARET IRELAND
A compassionate friend shares their story
The morning of Monday, November 12th 2007, a parent’s
worst nightmare; a phone call to tell you, your child has
been involved in a car accident. She was on her way to
work as a stable manager on a horse property on the Gold
Coast, when a guy who had been partying with cannabis
till late Sunday night, made a decision to drive to work in
Jimboomba, early in the morning. He had a passenger with
him, who had been at the party also, they both fell asleep.
He drifted onto the wrong side of the road and hit Louise
head on, she had nowhere to go to avoid him, as the road
dropped off on her left.
She was able to get out of the car herself, and was taken
to the Logan Hospital, the paramedics thought she would
be okay. We were able to talk to her for about an hour,
when she started to dry reach, they took her away and put
her into an induced coma. She was then transferred to the
Princess Alexander Hospital, the main artery in her neck
had been damaged from the whiplash, and caused brain
damage. We had to switch off the life support mid morning
on Sunday, 18th November, she passed away at 4:30pm,
Sunday afternoon, she was less than a month short of her
25th birthday. Both the driver and passenger in the other car
escaped relatively unharmed.
She was a beautiful daughter, never gave us trouble and was
a very good student. She finished year 12 before going to
the University of Queensland, Gatton, to do Equine studies.
She loved horses, and all animals for that matter. She had a
dream to go to America, especially Montana, with a friend.
It is horse and cowboy country, she was also well read on
the American Indians.

I read in the TCF Newsletter about an American boy who
had passed away, and he had dreamed of going to The
Great Barrier Reef. They contacted TCF here and they
arranged to bring his ashes here and TCF organised a
boat, took his parents and ashes out to The Reef and had a
ceremony and scattered his ashes. I thought it would be nice
to do something similar for Louise, but we did not have
her cremated, so I searched the internet and found TCF
Billings, Montana. I saw they have a ‘Gift of Life’ brick
walkway in a park called ‘Rose Park’, you purchase a brick
with your child’s name on it and once a year they have a
dedication ceremony, and place flowers on all the bricks.
I contacted them and they said they would be glad to do
it for us; we made friends with several of the ladies who
run TCF, and have been over there twice to meet them
and attend the annual ceremonies. They keep in touch by
email, and an older lady sends cards as she does not have a
computer. They have also lost children and have been very
supportive, as they understand the grief everybody who
has lost a child goes through. One of the ladies came for a
holiday to our place and we showed her around.
While in Montana we did something Louise would have
loved to do, we went to ‘Custer’s Last Stand’ battle site,
‘The Little Big Horn Battlefield’ and the Crow Indian Fair, I
felt as though she was there with us.
It is over 10 years since she passed away, and not a day
goes by that we do not think of her, but with the help from
TCF Queensland and Billings, Montana we have survived.
We just have to accept life as it is now and will be forever.
She was my only child and Lesley’s only daughter.
Thank you to all at TCF Queensland, for all your help
getting us through our grief.
Written by Rod and Lesley Ireland.

Louise’s ‘Gift of Life’ brick in Rose
Park, Montana
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7 tips that helped me survive loss
Everyone must deal with grief in his or
her own way, but because of all that I have
been through, I can offer some ideas for
surviving and even thriving after great
loss.
In the space of a decade, I lost several
members of my family, including my
husband, brother and son. Some days it
felt like a battering ram of grief was aimed
directly at my gut; others, like I was a
bowling pin, barely reset only to have
another ball knock me down.
As a chaplain at Baylor Medical Center in
Dallas, with years of experience working
with grieving families, I thought I should
be able to handle this. But I couldn’t–
not without seeking help and spiritual
reflection, as well as connecting to other
people through a grief recovery group.

COMING BACK TO LIFE
Here are a few things that rejuvenated my
soul and helped me find my way back to
living fully again.
1. READ SOMETHING
POSITIVE EVERY MORNING
It might be scriptures, poetry or just
something funny, but I find that starting
the day with positive input helps my
perspective. Waiting until afternoon
or night doesn’t have the same effect.
Jump-starting the day with something
energizing or inspiring helps me focus on
what I have, not what I’ve lost. I end every
reading session with a prayer for strength,
and that seems to help, too.
2. MAKE SOME MAJOR
CHANGES
During my recovery, I had to take some
time for myself and take care of myself. In
my case that meant taking time off from
a stressful job and admitting I could not
continue working as a chaplain focused
on people near the end of life and their
loved ones. It meant learning to accept
that occasional waves of tears were
natural healing agents to be welcomed, not
avoided. It meant there were days when
I would lapse back into deep sadness.
Eventually, I sought out professional
counseling, which proved invaluable.
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3. FIND A GRIEF
R E C O V E R Y G R O U P T H AT
FITS YOU
I stumbled upon the book The Grief
Recovery Handbook by Russell Friedman
and John W. James. First, I worked
through the handbook’s method informally
with a friend, then I trained at The Grief
Recovery Institute with Russell Friedman
to be a certified group facilitator. The
method worked for me because it helped
me look at all my life’s losses, my patterns
of dealing with them and the points at
which I was getting stuck.
4. FIND A RECOVERY
METHOD YOU TRUST
Using the Grief Recovery Outreach
Program method, I identified the
relationship that was causing me the
most emotional pain, and learned that
I needed to complete any unfinished
communications with that person in order
to move on with my life.
I was able to make peace with the suicide
of my brother partly by writing a letter to
him that included all my pent-up feelings
about our relationship and his death.
Surrounded by the love and support of
our group, I read the letter aloud and felt a
remarkable wave of release and pure joy.
I was finally able to disassociate from the
pain of his suicide, and be thankful once
more for his life.
5. SUSPEND DISBELIEF
It helped me greatly to imagine that
I would stay spiritually connected to
those who “lift off,” as my son Jonathan
described his impending death. I noticed
not long after my father died that when
I was feeling dejected and missing
him, a cardinal would fly over or pause
on a branch above me. It happened so
frequently I came to see cardinals as
messengers from my father.
Jonathan knew about this and promised
that, once he was gone, he would send
a blue jay as his messenger of love and
encouragement. (There are two blue jays
playing in my birdbath this morning
as I write this.)

6. FIND FUN AGAIN
During my grieving, I spent several
months being a morose couch potato.
That could have continued indefinitely,
because people assumed I might not be
ready. And they were often right. But I
needed to get out, and I really appreciated
the ones who let me invite myself to join
in whatever they were doing. For example,
I put myself “up for adoption” for the
first Christmas after my husband died,
and I had a lovely time in Birmingham,
Alabama, with a best friend’s extended
family.
7. EMBRACE LIFE
C.S. Lewis wrote, “To grieve is to know
you have loved and loved well.” That is
true, and grief is, as the Grief Recovery
Handbook defines, “the normal reaction
to loss.” But living happy is, I would add,
the normal reaction to life...One that is
possible to achieve even during times of
grief. One graduate of the grief group said
it perfectly: “I learned that I didn’t die–he
did, and I want to live again!” I claimed
his theory for my own, and life is good.

GRIEF IS LIKE THE
OCEAN, IT COMES
I N WAV E S , E B B I N G
AND FLOWING.
SOMETIMES THE
WAT E R I S C A L M ,
AND SOMETIMES IT
IS OVERWHELMING.
ALL WE CAN DO IS
L E A R N TO S W I M .
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Grief and the fear of letting go
In the beginning, grief is a fog; a thick, dense, and never ending
barrier between you and the world as you once knew it. At one
point you figured it would lift, as fog tends to do, but after days
and then weeks spent under its heavy cloak, you begin to wonder
if it’s become a part of your everyday life. In those moments,
you might have thought, “All I want is to feel better,” because
you want to feel normal, whatever that may mean to you. Yet the
simplicity of a ‘normal’ existence seems unfathomable. Impossible
even.

So, what to do? The answer to that question will be personal and
specific to you, but here are some suggestions:

Then one day you look around and realise you can see a little
further in front of you, things are more colorful, and they’re
coming into clarity. The days start getting a little bit easier, the
nights a little more restful. The tears come a little less and things
like laughter, joy, and gratitude are once again a part of your
emotional repertoire. The smallest sliver of light cuts into the dark
and you realise that this must be what ‘healing from grief’ looks
like. You also realise, that progress doesn’t feel as sweet as you
imagined.

As cheesy as it sounds, your loved one’s memory lives in YOU.

“Something feels off,” you say to yourself. “I should feel better
about feeling better.”
Grief is complex. You desperately want it to go away, except for
sometimes when you don’t want it to go away.
Over the course of time, it seems, love has gotten all mixed
up with pain and grief. You realise your pain has become the
expression of love lost; the way you honor your loved one; the one
consistent link between life with them and life without them; and
an element of proof that their life left an indelible mark on those
they leave behind.
Apparently, while you were wishing the pain of grief away, it
turned into something else entirely. Maybe, in some ways, grief
has even come to define you in the context of life after loss. Who
are you if you are not someone grieving the loss of someone very
special? And who are they if you are not here, in life, holding vigil
for them?
These sorts of feelings come over many people and they might
look a little something like this:
I feel okay today, this must mean I am forgetting my loved one!!
My suffering is a sign of how much my loved one meant to me. If
I’m not suffering my love for them must be diminishing!
If I stop feeling the deep pain of grief it is a sign life can move on
without my loved one and I just won’t let that be true.
The only thing that keeps me connected to my loved one and
keeps their memory alive is the deep pain of my grief. Any little
piece of that grief that disappears is another piece of my loved one
disappearing.
These feelings are oh-so-common. It is common to feel extremely
conflicted about feeling better and, although it may not seem
rational, it is also common to gravitate towards the pain. When
it feels like the alternative to feeling pain is losing connection to
your loved one, what other choice do you have?

STEP ONE (THE BIGGEST STEP)
Remember, your loved one’s memory does not live in the pain of
your grief.

Again: My loved one’s memory does not live in the
pain of my grief.
It lives in the stories that you tell people about your loved one. It
lives in the memories you share together with friends and family.
It lives in the things you do that your loved one taught you. It lives
in the things you do in their honor and memory. It lives in every
silly little thing you do to stay connected to them – from taking
photographs, to listening to music they loved, to baking their
favorite cake.
Now, it is easy to see why this reality might be confusing, because
in the beginning many of the above things used to bring you a lot
of pain. Things like music and photographs and reminders could
easily spur an uncontrollable crying spell and endless hours on the
couch eating Ben and Jerry’s. Reminders once equaled sad – so
it isn’t a far leap to think if the pain starts to go away that these
things mean less to you – which means your loved one’s memory
is disappearing – which means your love for them is diminishing.
But this is not what is happening.
We as humans are capable of some amazing things, like resilience
and adaptability. As time passes your brain learns to manage the
emotional pain and, slowly but surely, you get a little more control
over the memory. As you get further from your loss, the pain starts
to ease just a bit. What you must realise, is not that your loved one
is disappearing as your pain diminishes; rather, you are learning to
live with the memory of your loved one in a different way.
STEP TWO:

Embrace the idea that as pain diminishes, you may actually
find more space to continue bonds and to keep your loved
one’s memory alive.
Example: right after my dad died, if a CCR song came on
the radio in the car I had to change the station immediately.
It was too much, I was immediately crying hysterically
and a safety hazard to myself and other drivers. Now when
as CCR song comes on the radio, chances are I will sing
along, do a ridiculous car-dance, and tell whoever is around
how much the song reminds me of my dad.
STEP THREE:

Make a conscious decision to continue bonds. Your
connection to your loved one can be part of your daily
life, even as you move forward and find a ‘new normal’
(apologies to the folks I know hate that term!). You may be
surprised to see that, as you find positive ways to continue
bonds with the person you have lost, you can let go of more
and more of the pain without fear that you are letting go of
the person you love.
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When people disappear
“Where did everyone go? Do we have some kind of disease? Are
we contagious?” Sandra said, fire in her eyes.

Our old life is gone. For the most part, our friends’ lives go on as
before. The gap between us widens.

Sandra’s daughter Sam was their firstborn. Sam and her little
brother Stephen were quite a pair. They were together a lot and
grew up close, the best of friends.

Some people we counted on disappear. Maybe they’re avoiding us.
Perhaps they’re just going on with their own busy and demanding
lives. The result is the same. They’re not there.

One Saturday they were heading across the street to the park in
their neighborhood. A truck zoomed around the corner. As if by
instinct, Sam yelled and shoved Stephen out of harm’s way. Sam
died hours later in the hospital. She was eight years old.

Others who were on the periphery move closer, wondering what
they can do to help. Their eyes reveal compassionate hearts.

“At first, we were inundated with support – calls, texts, and food.
People were dropping by at all hours. Then, poof! Nothing,”
Sandra continued.
“When we do see friends, it’s awkward. They glance at their
phones or their watches. They never bring Sam up or say her
name,” Sandra said, as she began to cry.

LOSS CHANGES FRIENDSHIPS
When death strikes, it upends us. It upsets the equilibrium of our
lives, including our relationships. Friendships are usually greatly
affected.
When a loved one dies, our friendships are suddenly catapulted
into unchartered territory. It’s as if we’ve been transported to some
foreign country or alternate dimension. This is our life now, but
our friends know nothing about this new, foreboding place.
Perhaps they visit us in this new land of loss and grief. This scares,
even terrifies them. They look at their own lives and loved ones
and shudder. This could happen to them too.

Strangers appear. Some know grief and are well-acquainted with
loss. Perhaps they’ve even lost children. New friendships bud.
Over time, they take root and grow.
Loss alters friendships. Some may evaporate, but others will
thrive and deepen. Our hearts are shattered, but we can still feel
supported, cared for, and loved.

WE ARE NOT ALONE.
“Some friends have disappeared. The ones I need will step up. I’m
not alone.”

A QUESTION TO CONSIDER:
What do you sense you need most from your friends right now?
Do they know this? Is there a way you can share this with them?

A N E X E R C I S E TO T R Y:
Write a letter to your friends (in general) about how they have
reacted to you since the death of your loved one (a letter you will
not send!). Be honest and uncensored. End the letter by describing
what you hope for and need from your friends now, from here on
out.

Adapted from Shattered: Surviving the Loss of a Child.

WE’RE SEARCHING FOR A NEW NAME
Calling all creative members
Now is your chance to leave your mark on
TCF QLD, we are searching for a new name
for the current bi-monthly newsletter and need
YOUR HELP.
Send your ideas through to:
admin@tcfqld.org.au

Some inspiration from our fellow
TCF branches:
●● New South Wales Newsletter – FOCUS
●● Victoria Newsletter – Grieve Heal Grow
The name chosen will be on the next
June/July issue.

WILL YOUR IDEA BE THE TITLE
OF OUR NEXT NEWSLETTER?
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PAMELA’S STORY
A compassionate friend shares their story
We waved goodbye to our son Paul at
The Brisbane International Airport on
Christmas Eve 2014. He was flying to the
Netherlands to live with his girlfriend for
12 months until her Australian citizenship
came through. Never did I ever think that
this would be our last glimpse of him.
We spoke on Facetime and Skype at
least 3 times a week as he was waiting to
receive his working permit. He was happy
and looking forward to teaching again.
Our lives changed forever on April 21
when we received a call from Paul’s
girlfriend telling us that Paul had been
attacked and was in the intensive care unit
on life support. Paul passed on April 23
and because of time and distance, we were
unable to make it to his bedside before he
left us.
The following days are still a blur but I do
remember that his funeral took place on
a cold and rainy day. The chapel was full
of people who had taken Paul into their
hearts and homes and I was amazed that
he had made such an impact in the four
months he had been there.
There were meetings with the police who
were investigating his death as well as
Consulate staff who were so supportive.
I felt that I was in a nightmare and just
wanted to wake up.
Because Paul’s death was being treated
by police as a criminal matter, he had
to be buried in Holland and I still find
this difficult. I sometimes feel I have no
focus for my grief – nowhere to go to put
flowers on his birthday or his anniversary
and nowhere to go and just to sit to
remember.

Close friends sent me a beautiful rose bush
when we came home and this has now
become my focus. At the moment there
are 4 flowers on Paul’s bush and it looks
lovely.
It is interesting to think back on comments
from friends on our return home. Some
have remained close friends and will
always be close friends. Some friends who
I thought were close, were unable to cope
with my distress and drifted away. Some
told me that it was over now and they did
not want to see my tears and I should just
try to pick up my life as it was before we
received the dreaded phone call. I will
never be that same person again and our
family will never be the same again.

People just do not know how
to deal with a grieving parent,
a grieving sibling or family
member. Until this happened in
our family, I, too, would never
have known what to say to
someone in our situation.
I became distressed when a well-meaning
person would say that they knew how I
felt. I wanted to shout at them that no they
didn’t! How could they possibly know
the utter devastation and loss I felt? How
could they know that I just wanted to curl
up in a little ball and never see anyone
again?
Some family members were hesitant to
mention Paul for fear of upsetting me.
They mean well, but how wrong they are!
I am scared that Paul will be forgotten if
no-one ever mentions him and when I tell
them how I feel, the stories of Paul and his
antics start to flow.

Paul’s cousins arranged a memorial
picnic for Paul in a park at Redcliffe and
they did an amazing job. There were many
tears but also lots of laughter as Paul’s
stories were shared. I love receiving calls
from them telling me that something
happened during their day that reminded
them of Paul.
I had never heard of The Compassionate
Friends until my doctor advised me to give
them a call. What a lifeline that proved to
be, although I think my first call consisted
of me sobbing on the phone for nearly an
hour. I have since told as many people as
I can of this amazing group of people and
I hope in the not too distant future to be a
more active member and help others as I
was helped.
It has been a bumpy time. Paul’s 3rd
anniversary is coming up on April 23
following his birthday on April 15. (These
are recurring milestones every year.)
Paul’s favourite meal was an all-youcan-eat buffet, and so this has become a
tradition on his anniversaries where we
swap stories and toast Paul. We might
even have dessert first as that is what Paul
would have done!!

Written by Pamela – proud mother
of Paul Martin Jarman
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Continuing Bonds
A grief concept you should care about

Continuing bonds is an idea that brings clarity, normalcy, and
understanding to many who hear it. It’s one of those concepts that
makes so much sense that it feels like you already knew it, except
you didn’t know that you knew it until someone put it into words.

1. Continuing bonds acknowledges that grief is ongoing.

[Note: This may not be true for everyone. Many people do not find
comfort in continuing a bond with their deceased loved ones for a
variety of reasons, and that’s okay.]

Grief never ends. Grief isn’t something you go through, it’s
something that becomes a part of you. It’s forever. The good news
is, you may find that over time, as you work through your grief
and make room for its necessary existence, it becomes a more
peaceful and positive presence. One where warm memories and a
connection with your loved one can grow.

This concept emerged from grief literature which, let’s be honest,
most people haven’t read.

2. Continuing bonds says that it’s normal to stay connected with
your loved one.

In 1996, Klass, Silverman, and Nickman shed light on an
important bereavement concept in the book Continuing Bonds:
New Understandings of Grief. Their work questioned linear
models of grief that are supposed to lead to things like acceptance,
detachment, and new life and which view behaviors that promote
a continued bond with deceased loved ones as pathological.

Not only does CB validate that grief is ongoing, it supports the
idea that we, as bereaved people, remain connected with our
loved ones, often for our entire lives. We don’t detach from them
or leave them behind, we carry them with us throughout our
lives. Interestingly, Klass and colleagues also found that these
relationships are not static. Instead, they evolve and mature right
along with us, so that you see and relate to your deceased loved
ones through a different lens at 30, 40, 50 and so on.

Klass and colleagues disagreed with this notion and suggested a
paradigm in which it is normal for the bereaved to continue their
bond with the deceased. In their work, they observed many cases
in which remaining connected to the deceased provided comfort
and support in coping with loss and adjustment.
Under this model, when your loved one dies grief isn’t about
working through a linear process that ends with ‘acceptance’ or a
‘new life’, where you have moved on or compartmentalized your
loved one’s memory. Rather, when a loved one dies you slowly
find ways to adjust and redefine your relationship with that person,
allowing for a continued bond with that person that will endure, in
different ways and to varying degrees, throughout your life. This
relationship is not unhealthy, nor does it mean you are not grieving
in a normal way. Instead, the continuing bonds theory suggests
that this is not only normal and healthy, but that an important
part of grief is continuing ties to loved ones in this way. Rather
than assuming detachment as a normal grief response, continuing
bonds considers natural human attachment even in death.

This is validation that isn’t always found in our broader society,
among our friends and family, or even in our own beliefs and
attitudes about grief and coping. So spread the word because if
everyone understood this, I think grieving people might feel a
little better understood (and a little less crazy).
3. Continuing bonds may describe many of your grief-related
behaviors.
Holding onto items, daily habits, private rituals, conversations
with your loved one, visiting places where you feel close to them,
thinking about them – these are all ways people continue bonds
with deceased loved ones. These are the behaviors often come
naturally to grieving people, but which may have been seen as
pathological by past grief models (and society as a whole).
4. Continuing bonds says that not only are these behaviors
normal, but they may help you cope with grief
Society is making strides, but many people still believe that
staying attached to a deceased loved one is pathological. As a
result, many people worry about their CB behaviors and wonder
– Is this okay? Does this mean I’m not coping well with grief?
Should I be worried? Am I stuck?
Fear not, though, Klass et al (1996) found in their research that
remaining connected seemed to facilitate the bereaved’s ability to
cope with loss and accompanying changes in their lives. So, do
more of them!
You may be looking for ways to continue bonds with your loved
one. Some may be things you hadn’t thought about, many may
be things you already do but thought it meant your grief was
unhealthy or you weren’t ‘moving on’ like you should. Hopefully,
you will find some tips that resonate with you.
Talk to them (Really! It’s okay!). Talking to a loved one who died
is something we certainly do, it is something many grievers do,
and it can bring a lot of comfort during the moments you miss
them most. So talk away – be it out loud or in your head, this is a
common way we continue a relationship with your loved one.
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Write letters to the person you lost. This is something that you
can do in a journal, on the computer, or in actual letters. There
is an online resource to make writing even easier for you called
AfterTalk where you can write privately to loved ones using their
interactive writing tools. You can keep the letters or you can get
rid of them. If you choose the latter and you have physical letters,
you can do it in creative ways – you can tear them up and collage
with them, paint over them in an art journal etc. No matter where
you write them or what you do with them, these letters keep you
connected with your loved one in the present.
Keep photos of the person around. This may seem absurdly
obvious, but there will be people who make you feel
uncomfortable about keeping photos. Keeping photos around
keeps us connected with our loved one and often helps us
remember the ways that person continues to influence our lives.
Incorporate your loved one into events and special days. Discuss
as a family ways that you may want to involve your loved one’s
memory at special events. You will certainly be thinking of them
on these big days, so there is no reason to keep that inside if you
want to find a more open way to involve your loved one in the
event.
Imagine what advice they would give you when making tough
decisions. Big decisions are often overwhelming and when you
have lost the person who you would have talked it over with it can
be especially hard. Imagining a conversation with them, what they
would have said, and the advice they might have given can help us
feel connected and also help make big life choices a little easier.
Talk about them with new people, who never got to know them.
There will often be new and important people in your life who did
not know them. Feel comfortable telling new people about your
loved one, sharing stories or photos. This is a way that your loved
one’s legacy continues and you continue to keep them in your life
as you move forward.
Live your life in a way you know they would be proud of. Be it a
spouse, a parent, grandparent, child, or friend, we often struggle
knowing our loved one won’t be there for accomplishments and
milestones. Taking time to recognize that your loved one would be
proud of you for a specific accomplishment can be comforting.
Finish a project they were working on. Be it a project around
the house, a piece of artwork, a team they coached, or a volunteer
project they were involved in, consider picking up where they
left off. This can help you learn new things about your loved one,
continue your connection with them in the present, and continue
their legacy.
Take a trip they always wanted to take. Though this one may
sound depressing, many grievers who have found comfort in this.
Death can make us realise that life is short. We may ourselves be
feeling inspired to travel and this can help us travel in a way that
is meaningful in our grief. On trips like this, we may feel close to
them, imagining how they would have felt about the trip. It can be
tough, certainly bittersweet, but for some people a comfort.

Keep up their facebook page. This is more and more common and
Facebook has even got the process in place to support it. You can
request a memorialization page through facebook. Keeping up a
Facebook page allows the person’s friends to keep interacting on
their wall, keeping an ongoing relationship with the person.
Adopt a hobby that they enjoyed. This one may push you out of
your comfort zone, but if they loved to knit, learn to knit. If they
loved to garden, learn to garden. It may not end up being the right
fit for you, but either way, people often feel a closeness with their
loved one in the process.
Create a Dear Photograph. Dear Photograph is a way to take
a photo from the past and capture it in the present. It can be a
powerful symbolic reminder of the ways our loved ones still
impact us in the present.
Plan for the anniversary. Though it may feel like everyone else
has moved on, you should not feel embarrassed or self-conscious
about planning something in memory of your loved on each year
on the anniversary of their death, or another special day. Be it a
small, personal ritual or a large event, find something that works
for you.
Keep something that belonged to your loved one. You can’t
keep everything (even though sometimes it is very hard to part
with items!) but keep a few meaningful items can be extremely
powerful. This could be an item they owned or an item they gave
you. Either way, there can be comfort found in these items, as
they make us feel close to our loved one. Of note, there is a study
floating around out there that says keeping belongings can cause
increased sadness, it may not be ideal for everyone.
Enjoy comfort foods. In this case, comfort foods are foods that
remind you of your loved one. Making a recipe your loved one
always made, or eating one of your loved one’s favorite foods can
bring back great memories and continue to connect us to our loved
ones in everyday activities, like cooking and eating.
Experience your loved one’s presence. It is common to feel
the presence of your loved one – it may just be a feeling, it may
be a specific type of wind or bird or countless other things that
seem to be a sign of our loved one’s presence. Unlike the studies
about keeping something that belonged to your loved one, feeling
your loved one’s presence has been shown in studies to ease the
sadness that accompanies grief. So when you feel your loved one’s
presence, feel it without apology or any worry. This is a normal
and helpful way we continue bonds with our loved ones.
This article was lifted from whatsyourgrief.com/grief-conceptcare-continuing-bonds

DON’T LOSE HOPE.
WHEN THE SUN GOES DOWN,
T H E S TA R S C O M E O U T.
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Birthdays

Our children – loved, missed and remembered by their families

APRIL
04.04.67
Scott Nevada Richardson

21.04.72
Daniel Stewart Bryen

14.05.70
Christian Paul Schubert

Something we will share in life and death.
You were born on my birthday. Best
present ever. Love Dad.

In loving memory of Daniel. Missing
you very much, David your brother,
Charmaine, Dawn, family and friends.
It broke our hearts when you went
away. David and Charmaine now have
3 beautiful sons, your nephews - Rory
Daniel born on the day you were called
home 14.3.07, Kale born 21.9.11 and
Cody 12.1.12. God has blessed us with
these beautiful boys. Love and miss you so
much. Love Mum xx

Chris – Happy Birthday wherever you
are! You are still loved and missed. Mum,
Rachel and Tony.

04.04.73
Narelle Suzanne Quinn
Precious daughter of Barry and Beth,
Loved sister of Bruce, David and Gayle.
Missed so very much.

07.04.01
Nyle Colin Schull
Happy Birthday darling boy. You are our
sunshine. Love Mum, Dad, Dove, Coen
and Teal.

28.4.83
Nathan John Van Liempd

17.05.94
Renae Ann Pearson
Happy Birthday to our beautiful angel.
There are no words to describe how much
we miss you. Love you forever, Dad, Mum
and Brad xxx

21.05.92
Hannah Kate Tippett

Dearly loved son of Charlie and Carmel
and loving brother of Natalie. Much loved
Uncle of Joel. Always loved and sadly
missed on our Nath’s Birthday xx

Happy Birthday sweetheart ♥ What joy
and delight you brought into our lives.
Wish you were truly with us. Hugs and
endless love ♥ Mum, Dad, Adam, Mitchell
and Nanna xox

If we could visit you in Heaven, even
for a day. Maybe for a moment the pain
would go away. I’d put my arms around
you and whisper words so true. That living
life without you is the hardest thing to do.
Happy Birthday Cambo, love you forever,
Mum, Dad, Adel, Alex, Lily and your
nephew Cai, Nieces Alexi, Amelia and
Matilda.

MAY

22.05.73
Tanya Maree Van Raalte

13.04.83
Jeffrey Stewart Hill

04.05.79
Nicholas James Ayre

Happy Birthday to our precious son and
stepson. Enjoy your Birthday with your
brothers. Much love Mum and Dad, Ross
and Coleen.

Much loved son of Myra and John, dear
brother of Matthew, cherished grandson,
brother-in-law to Melissa and Uncle to
Angus, Eva and Joshua.

15.04.76
Paul Jarman

12.05.75
Aaron Michael Smith

Happy Birthday Paul! We miss your smile
and laughter but know that you are with us
always. Love always Mum, John, Stuart,
Chris and Mike.

We wish you much love and happiness on
your birthday. Sadly missed and loved by
Mum, Dad, Grant and Bradley (Dec’d).

07.04.93
Cameron Luke Davis

03.05.81
Christopher Shane Searle
Happy Birthday Chris. In our hearts
forever. Sadly missed by Tim and Eileen,
Nicole, Robert and Paul.

Happy Birthday Tan. Life without you will
never be the same as you loved special
family events and we will miss you dearly
on your Birthday. You fought so hard to
get there, but it was not to be. You will
now spend birthdays with your brother.
Loved always, Mum, Dad, Karen, Tyler,
Ella, Josh and Georgie xxxooo ♥♥♥

23.05.89
Dana William Manley
Dearest Dan, Thinking of you on this very
special day, the celebration of your birth.
Party with the angels, darling. Lots of love
and kisses Mum and Phil, Dad and Che
and all your family.

Today is full of memories happiness and tears, of birthday celebrations we’ve shared
throughout the years. And although we’ll always miss you, our hearts are filled with
gratitude and joy for one so very dear. We celebrate your birthday and will hold you in
our hearts forever and always with love eternal.
Wishing you a day of peace and warmest memories on your child’s birthday.
From the Compassionate Friends
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In memoriam

Forever loved, forever young, forever remembered
LEON (LEO) JOSEPH AHERN
22.08.75 – 04.04.10

JOSHUA GAVIN HALL
20.02.75 – 8.05.97 (of Meningicoccal)

CHRISTOPHER SHANE SEARLE
03.05.81 – 28.04.04

Much loved son of John and Beryl Ahern.
May the winds of love blow softly and
whisper for you to hear, that we will
always love and miss you and wish you
were here. Remembered always. Mum,
Dad and family. xxx Jamila, Azure and
Royce, love you Dad xxx

We love you and miss you so much.
Beloved only son of Gavin and Lola,
Brother of Danni, Alana and Eliza. Brother
in Law to Steve. Uncle to David and
Lauren. Also loved and missed by two
grandmas (both since deceased) Grandpa,
Aunts, Uncles, Cousins and many friends.
So much to live for, too young to die.

Precious son of Eileen and Tim, brother to
Nicole, Robert and Paul. Too much pain
Chris, for you to bear, now we have to
carry the pain for the rest of our lives. Our
hero, we are so proud of you, the love and
caring you showed to all close to you, our
son, when it was you suffering and dying.
Forever in our hearts.

JEFFREY STEWART HILL
13.04.83 – 26.05.07

ALLIE SHANNON
27.06.89 – 21.05.10

Beloved son of Lorelle and Ross Jobling
and Phil and Coleen Hill. We treasure
the time we had with you. You are dearly
loved. I’m proud to be your Mum. Lorelle.

Loved daughter of Tricia and David. You
were a bright shining loving presence in
our lives. We love and miss you Allie, love
from your sisters Siobhan, Caitlin and
Meghan and your Mum and Dad.

CHRISTINA BINGHAM
25.12.83 – 09.05.07
Much loved daughter of Victor and Evelyn
and sister of Julia and Mark. We miss you
so much Christina. Keep safe until we see
you again. With love from all your family.

CARLA ANITA CALIS
13.7.72 – 24.4.93
Loved daughter of Harry and Kaye,
sister of Larissa and Astrid. We miss you
heaps darling. Until we meet again keep
smiling. Love from Mum, Dad, Larissa,
Michael, Joshua, Cassandra, Astrid, Steve,
Angelina, Declan and Charlotte.

ANDREW JOSEPH CALTABIANO
05.2.71 – 31.5.02
Most precious son of Joe and Vera
Caltabiano, adored brother of Nancy, John
and Paul and their families. Much loved
Nephew. With tears we saw you suffer, we
watched you slip away, Our hearts were
slowly breaking as you fought so hard to
stay. You did not want to leave us, but you
did not go alone, For part of us went with
you the day God called you home.

SANDRA ANNE GILLETT
14.06.83 – 5.04.86
Beloved daughter of Margaret and
Terry, Sister to Coral, Ailsa, Rosemary
and Heather. “Too dearly loved to be
forgotten.”

TRAVIS RONALD GREEN
16.05.92 – 25.05.09
Beloved son of Ron and Deborah, adored
brother to David, Keegan and Larissa,
Unique Uncle, Cherished Grandson,
Nephew, Cousin, Brother-in-law and
good mate to so many. Loved with a love
beyond all feeling. Missed with a grief
beyond all tears. Until we meet again our
friend.

PAUL MARTIN JARMAN
15.04.76 – 23.04.15
Much loved son and step-son of Pamela
and John. Brother to Stuart and stepbrother to Chris and Mike. We miss your
smiles and laughter. So sadly missed but
you will never be forgotten. Soar with the
angels, Paul.

JASON MARK LEWIS
03.09.75 – 12.04.13
Loved son of Pamela and Mark. Each
passing day gets us closer to you mate.
Love Mum, Dad, sisters Rachal and
Angela, and families, Nan, Pop and
Sussan xxoo

CRAIG ROGER REED
12.01.70 – 07.05.05
Loving son of Roger and Sally, much
loved brother of Brett and Jodi, beloved
husband of Stacey and devoted father to
Maddison and Jack. Tragically taken from
us in horrific truck accident. Words cannot
describe the loss we feel since you left us.
We think of you every day. Every time we
look at your beautiful children our hearts
are filled with your spirit. We love and
miss you our darling son.

NYLE COLIN SCHULL
07.04.01 – 26.05.13
Precious son of Tammy and Lee. We
remember all the things that made you
smile. Love you our darling boy. Love
Mum, Dad, Dave, Coen and Teal.

SCOTT WILLIAM
HATFIELD SMITH
25.11.81 – 13.04.05
Precious only son of Merv (dec’d) and
Karen, beloved Dad to his twin boy’s
Mathew and Lachlan, precious brother to
Cherie and family, and his love Rebecca.
The years without you are so painful they say you are with me - but I want
to feel you and hear you say “Love you
Mamma”. Died in a terrible accident, I
never got the chance to tell you good-bye.

IAN SCOTT THOMSON
09.06.81 – 26.04.10
Precious son of Joanne and much loved
brother/brother in law of Kelly and Paul. If
tears could build a stairway and memories
a lane. We’d walk right up to heaven and
bring you home again.

NATHAN JOHN VAN LIEMPD
28.04.83 – 27.05.03
Precious son of Charlie and Carmel.
Dearly loved brother of Natalie. We love
and miss you everyday. The more the
years pass the more our heart aches for
you. Sadly missed by us all and your
nephews Joel and Samuel, your niece
Chloe and brother-in-law Gareth xxx

BEN WEIR 11.12.81 – 27.05.04
Never a day goes by that I don’t think of
you. I hope you’re at peace with dad. I
love you. Mum.
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In memoriam

Forever loved, forever young, forever remembered
DANIEL WYATT
20.2.85 – 14.4.13

BRENDAN .E. HOBSON
03.09.96 – 22.05.16

Precious son of Shelley and Nick and
brother of Zoe. You were paragliding
when you died, it was a sport that you
loved and it made you so happy. I close
my eyes and I can see your cheesy grin.
Although our hearts are broken and our
loss is deep, I find solace as I sit beside
your headstone and for that I am grateful.
The loyalty and admiration held by your
friends is a tribute to you. You are always
with me, my beautiful boy.

Bren, our precious effervescent son,
Brendan. Younger brother to Shaun and
Josh. Tragically taken while overseas
travelling and having the best time. So full
of life and adventure, you had a kind heart,
fierce mind, and such a brave spirit. Your
so loved and so missed. Always in our
thoughts, always in our hearts, love Mum,
Dad, Shaun, Josh, Laura

GIVE YOURSELF
P E R M I S S I O N TO
F E E L A N G E R , PA I N ,
R E S E N T M E N T.
RELAX, AND THEN LET
IT GO WITH LOVE.

Birthday submission form
Child’s name:

Child’s date of birth:

Parents’ names:
Your Message: 		
				
				

			

In memoriam submission form
Child’s name:
Parents’ names:

Telephone No:

Your Message: 		
		
		
		
		

Date of Child’s Birth:

Date of Child’s Death:

As so many anniversary messages are submitted it is not possible to print long messages, so please limit your message to six lines.
We are happy to print poems in other sections of the Newsletter
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Phone Contacts and Meetings

Phone contacts are fellow bereaved parents, caring and understanding, who want to hear from you. If you are having a bad day and
feel the need to talk to someone A Compassionate Friend is always there. Should you find you are unable to contact any of the people
listed, please let the office know.

DEDICATED SUPPORT LINE: 1300 064 068
BRISBANE SUPPORT
MEETINGS

G O L D C OA S T/ T W E E D
HEADS

When: Support meetings are held on the
second Tuesday of each month.
The next meeting is on:
Tuesday 10th April

Meetings as required.

Where: The New Farm Centre Meeting
Room 505 Bowen Terrace, New Farm

Please contact Helen or Rodney
for more information:
Helen – 0412 543 499
Rodney – 0429 166 100

Time: 7.30 pm

H E R V E Y B AY

Who can attend: Any grieving parent,
grandparent or sibling who wants to meet
with a friend and learn how others are
coping.

When: Support meetings are held on the
second Thursday of each month.
The next meeting is on:
Thursday 12th April

Cost: Only the effort it takes for our
bereaved parents to gather together and
meet another bereaved parent who really
understands and cares.

Please note this meeting is for suicide
survivors.

Note: There is plenty of street parking and
complimentary tea and coffee is provided.
CALOUNDRA SUPPORT
MEETINGS

Please contact Owen for more information
on 0401 311 468
LO C K Y E R VA L L E Y/
G AT TO N
Meetings as required.

When: Support meetings are held on the
third Saturday of each month.
The next meeting is on:
Saturday 21st April

Please contact Robyn for more
information on (07) 5465 6574 or
04 17 013 309

Where: St Andrews Anglican Church
Upper Gay Terrace, Kings Beach

S TA N T H O R P E

Time: 9.30am
Please contact Lorraine for more
information on (07) 5491 8662

ROCKHAMPTON
When: Support meetings are held on
the second Monday of each month.
The next meeting is on:
Monday 9th April
Where: CPL Building, 39 Macaree Street,
North Rockhampton
Time: 6.30PM
Please contact Rhonda for more
information on 0458 274 211
G R A N D PA R E N T
C O N TAC T:
Brisbane/Lockyer Valley
Robyn: (07) 5465 6574 or 0417013309
Northern Territory/Wide Bay
Marie-Clare: 0408 702 716
S I B L I N G C O N TAC T S :
Brisbane/Beaudesert
Trish: (07) 5541 3948
Lockyer Valley
Mellisa: 5465 6609

When: Support meetings are held on
the third Tuesday of each month.
The next meeting is on:
Tuesday 18th April
Where: CWA Tea Rooms, 5 Victoria
Street, Stanthorpe
Time: 7 pm
Please contact Sue for more information
on 04 17 793 016
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T H E B E S T WAY TO
REMEMBER SOMEONE
W H O ’ S PA S S E D A WAY I S
TO C A R R Y O N T H E W I S H E S ,
A S P I R AT I O N S A N D D R E A M S
O F T H AT P E R S O N . T H E Y
LIVE FOREVER IN YOUR
MIND, SPIRIT AND ACTIONS
WHEN YOU MAGNIFY THE
POWER OF LOVE AND
MAKE THE WORLD A
BETTER PLACE

PRINT POST PUBLICATION NO: PP100001502

PRINT POST
100001502

POSTAGE
PAID
AUSTRALIA

If not delivered please return to:
THE COMPASSIONATE FRIENDS,
QUEENSLAND INC
PO BOX 1930
NEW FARM QLD 4005
PH: (07) 3254 2657
FAX: (07) 3358 2533

THE COMPASSIONATE
FRIENDS NEW FARM
CENTRE

P L E A S E TA K E N OT E

COFFEE MORNINGS

Closing date for submissions for the next newsletter is: Monday, 18th May.

Coffee Mornings are held at the New Farm
Centre, 505 Bowen Terrace on the first
Monday of every month from 10am.
We invite you to come along and take
the opportunity of sharing with other
bereaved parents.
At this time you are also most welcome to
access our library with its large range of grief
related books, literature, leaflets and newsletters.
April – No Coffee Morning in April
May – Monday 7th
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Newsletter submissions
Newsletter printing, folding and preparation for mailing is scheduled Tuesday,
3rd April from 10am at the Centre, 505 Bowen Terrace, New Farm.
Volunteers are welcome!
Please note: If your child’s anniversary or birthday is in June or July and you
would like an Memoriam or Birthday Notice in the June/July 2018 Newsletter,
the closing date is Monday, 18th May.
To have your child’s birthday listed in the Birthday notices, it is necessary
for you to let us know. (An In Memoriam notice is for the anniversary of the
death of our children – we require you to complete the Birthday notice form
and send it into the New Farm Office). Birthday messages are to be very short
messages. This message will then be automatically listed every year unless
you advise us of a change.

